TOWN OF NEWINGTON
TOWN PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 2020 - 7:00 P.M.

This meeting will be presented as a Zoom Webinar/Meeting.
Information on how to attend will be posted on the Town website at:
https://www.newingtonct.gov/virtualmeetingschedule
AGENDA

I. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
II. ROLL CALL AND SEATING OF ALTERNATES
III. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
IV. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For Items Not Listed On The Agenda; Speakers Limited To 2
Minutes. Use The Zoom “Raise Hand” Function)
V. REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS
VI. PUBLIC HEARING
A. Petition #35-20: Zoning Text Amendment (Section 3.11: Special Permits Allowed In B
Business Zone) To Allow Apartments. Wieslaw Kaczynski, 26 Amidon Avenue,
Newington CT, Owner/Applicant/Contact.
Documents:
PETITION 35-20 B ZONE TA.PDF
TP MEMO RE B ZONE TA 23NOV2020 RB.PDF
VII. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. October 28, 2020
Documents:
TPZ MINUTES 28OCT2020 REGULAR.PDF
VIII. NEW BUSINESS
A. Petition #38-20: Extension Of Map Filing Deadline For Residential Subdivision At 68
Deming Street (“Peckham Farm”). Calvin Roger Peckham And Donna M. Peckham,
Owners; Calvin Roger Peckham, Applicant; Bongiovanni Group Inc, 170 Pane Road,
Newington CT, Contact.
Documents:
TP MEMO 23NOV2020.PDF
B. Pre-Application Discussion Re: Adding Two New Buildings At 3105 Berlin Turnpike
(Joann Fabric Site)
Documents:
PRE-APPLICATION REVIEW_3105 BERLIN TPKE -11-23-20.PDF

B. Pre-Application Discussion Re: Adding Two New Buildings At 3105 Berlin Turnpike
(Joann Fabric Site)
Documents:
PRE-APPLICATION REVIEW_3105 BERLIN TPKE -11-23-20.PDF
IX. OLD BUSINESS
A. Petition #34-20: Referral Of Proposed Conservation Commission (Inland Wetlands
Agency) Regulation Amendment. Newington Conservation Commission, Applicant.
Documents:
VERNAL POOLS PROPOSED REGULATION-OPINION LETTER.PDF
X. PETITIONS FOR PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULING
A. Petition #39-20: Zoning Text Amendment (Section 3.19.A.4: Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD) Overlay District) To Provide Height, Area And Yard Requirements
For TOD Zone. Fenn Road Associates, LLC, Applicant/Owner, Mark S. Shipman, 433
S. Main Street, Ste. 319, West Hartford, CT, Contact.
XI. TOWN PLANNER REPORT
XII. COMMUNICATIONS
XIII. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For Items Not Listed On The Agenda; Speakers Limited To 2
Minutes. Use The Zoom “Raise Hand” Function)
XIV. REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS
XV. CLOSING REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN
XVI. ADJOURN

TOWN OF NEWINGTON
131 Cedar Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
Memorandum
To:

Town Plan and Zoning Commission

From:

Renata Bertotti, AICP – Town Planner

Date:

November 17, 2020

Subject:

Petition #35-20: Zoning Text Amendment (Section 3.11: Special Permits
Allowed in B Business Zone) to Allow Apartments. Wieslaw Kaczynski,
26 Amidon Avenue, Newington CT, owner/applicant/contact.

________________________________________________________________________
Description of Petition #35-20:
This is a petition to change the regulations to allow apartments in the Business zone,
similar to what is currently allowed in the Town Center zone. If the amendment is
approved, apartments would be allowed on the second and third floors of new and existing
commercial buildings by special permit.
Staff Comments:
The applicant lives in Newington, and owns five other rental properties. One of these
properties is a two-story building at the edge of the Business Zone on New Britain Avenue
near Berkeley Place. He would like to be able to create two apartments (dwelling units)
upstairs in this building, but the Business Zone regulations do not allow dwelling units.
As you can see on the Town’s zoning map
https://www.newingtonct.gov/DocumentCenter/View/48/Zoning-Map-PDF there are a
couple of Business zones in Newington. If this regulation amendment is adopted, the
residential use allowance (by special permit) would not be limited to the applicant’s
property, but on all land zoned B. In the current climate of changing economics,
diversifying the uses allowed on properties provides much needed flexibility and
additional opportunities to support the unutilized or underutilized commercial spaces/
buildings. Furthermore, the Town’s recently adopted 2020-2030 POCD, on page 55
supports reuse and redevelopment of existing properties to take advantage of good
locations and utility services. In addition, several strategies (#s 2, 4, 5, and 7) listed on
page 56 of the POCD, in my opinion, support this regulation amendment.

Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
rbertotti @newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

cc:
Applicant
file
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Chairman Pane called the regular October 28, 2020 Zoom meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

ROLL CALL AND SEATING OF ALTERNATES
Commissioners Present
Chairman Domenic Pane
Commissioner Anthony Claffey
Commissioner Michael Fox
Commissioner Garrett Havens
Commissioner David Lenares
Commissioner Stanley Sobieski
Commissioner Stephen Woods
Commissioner Thomas Gill —A
Commissioner Bryan Haggerty-A
Commissioners Absent
Commissioner Hyman Braverman-A
Staff Present
Craig Minor, Town Planner

III.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
No Changes

IV.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For items not listed on the agenda; each speaker limited
to two minutes. Use the Zoom "Raise Hand" feature.

Edward Nolva, Surrey Drive, Newington, CT: Thank you Chairman Pane and all of the TPC
Commissioners for giving me this time to speak about Petition 30-20. I own a condo abutting
the property
Chairman Pane: Ed, excuse me, that's on our agenda and we are going to be able to talk about
that later in the meeting under Public Hearing. So is there anything else that you wanted to talk
about?
Edward Nolva: No, I'll raise my hand again at that time.
Chairman Pane: I appreciate that very much Ed. Is there anyone else that would like to talk?
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REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS

Commissioner Sobieski: I sent out the latest CCROG update and I found another one in the
span folder and sent out one for 15 October and I believe 24th or 25th of October.
Chairman Pane: I received that, thank you very much Commissioner
VI.

PUBLIC HEARING

A. Petition 30-20: Zone Change from B, I, R-7 and R-12 to PD at 33, 39, and 45 Spring
Street; 96, 108, 112, 116, 126, 120, 128 and 129 Willard Avenue and 230 West Hill
Road, Gibbs Oil Company, Applicant, Kenneth R. Slater Jr. Esq. 225 Asylum Street,
Hartford CT, Contact. Continued from October 14, 2020.
Chairman Pane: Why don't we go to the Town Planner for a brief report first.
Craig Minor: Thank you Mr. Chairman. As I mentioned in my written report, now that the
applicant has agreed to a scaling back of the zone change, most of the issues that were brought
up at the hearing last week will go away. My concern initially was that this might be considered
spot zoning which is why I encouraged the applicant to submit a more expansive request, but as
the applicant's attorney mentioned, the feeling on what constitutes spot zoning in Connecticut
has evolved over the years. That is the problem when you do something for thirty years, you
remember how it was back when you started and not necessarily how it has evolved. At this
time, spot zoning is not what it was years ago, and there is no problem if the Commission wants
to approve this zone change as far as it being spot zoning is concerned. I do go on to say that
although there was opposition to this application on the east side of Willard Avenue, I do think
there is a lot of merit to this application as contentious as it might be, and I strongly encourage
the Commission to keep the issue, if not the application, open and come back and revisit it itself
in the near future.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Craig. I agree with you. I think that the east side is extremely
important and I think also looking at a half mile radius for connectivity of the sidewalks if
important to the TOD area. We may want to split this application up and approve a PD zone on
the west side and then as a Commission maybe look at the east side possibly, naturally with the
proper notification to all of the residents and maybe take it up as a full TPZ board. I would be
interested in doing that in the near future, if the Commissioners have the same thought.
Commissioner Claffey: I have a question for the Town Planner. With what the Chairman has
just said about the chances of the contentiousness between the east side and the west side, if
we were to take any action tonight could you legally take action because it is written as if we are
taking action on all of the parcels. I would not want to confuse people and get anyone more
confused with the action we may or may not take, based on the petition for a bigger section of
town, or section of that area, it's not town, but a bigger section, and how would you proceed,
knowing that there is some opposition from some residents in town at the last meeting, and you
know, I don't want this Commission to become, oh my God, they did this, but they didn't do that.
So, kind of guide us with your thoughts if you could.
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Craig Minor: I think that is a good point Commissioner Claffey. As was mentioned at the last
meeting, the Commission pretty much, in all cases, has the option of approving, denying, or
approving with modifications, and that is what I think the Commission will be doing tonight, is
approve this with modifications. So once it does that, this application is done, the file number is
retired, it's history at that point, and if the Commission takes up the concept of re-zoning the
east side of Willard on its own, in the future when it gets to the point where it becomes an actual
application it would have a new file number, it would have a whole new identity. Yes, people will
remember that this was discussed back in October of 2020, but at that point it will have its own
identity as a TPZ application.
Commissioner Claffey: Let me ask you this, if the Chairman feels that I am kind of going down
the wrong way, please let me know, but hear me out before you say that. So let me ask you
specifically to the west side in those two parcels, what, as a Town Planner, what is your
opinion? I know that your staff comments pertain to the ten acre area as a whole, but what are
you specifically to just the west side, which as I think of the two parcels, the current Dunkin
Donuts/Hartford Health Care or Children's Health Care, one of those, and then the actual Gibbs
Oil site?
Craig Minor: The zone change to PD from Business opens up the opportunity for much more
expansive or intense use of the property. In the B zone they are limited to certain things
because the B Zone is what I have always called the mom and pop business zone. That is what
it is for. It is for lower key types of development and where at this place in town it's appropriate
to allow more intense development, so that is why I think the zone change for just the corner
property is appropriate. I would recommend going further west even, and I believe the applicant
has approached the owners to the west and, but they opted not to come along with this
application, but my understanding from conversations that I have had with some of the owners
to the west they may be coming before you in the near future with their own zone change to PD.
Commissioner Claffey: Okay, thank you. I do want to hear some other ideas, so
Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Claffey, thank you. Craig, is that going down West
Hill Road, is that where you are talking about?
Craig Minor: Correct.
Commissioner Sobieski: I have a couple of questions, this is for Attorney Slater. Is this the
proposed plan, or is this just an idea?
Attorney Slater: If you are talking about the Gibbs Oil proposal, the Gibbs Oil site, that is a
actual plan that we plan, with the approval of the two lots, the 129 and 141 Willard, if those are
approved, and to the earlier question from Commissioner Claffey, if your motion is clear that
those two parcels are being changed to PD Zone, that is something that you can absolutely do,
despite the fact that the actual application was larger than that. In terms of the east side, that
was not an actual, there is no actual developer, that is not an actual plan. One of the
requirements of your regulations is that there needs to be a concept plan and because it made
sense to incorporate a larger, potentially a larger area, and I think the Commission, even after
hearing the concerns raised by the neighborhood, as spoken tonight, that looking at the west
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side, I'm sorry, the east side is an important thing to do. That plan, the one that is being shown
right now is not a real plan in the sense that there is no developer that is proposing that, there
are no deals with the property owners that incorporate that, that just shows an example out of
the blue of something somebody might do. That is not a real plan, the Gibbs plan to put a
Dunkin Donuts with a drive through is a real plan that we will be filing.
Commissioner Sobieski: My other question is, if you look at, if you could go back to the Gibbs
Oil Plan, okay, there it is. Down in the lower left hand corner here you are going to see a zone
line and to the left of the zone line is an R-12, but to the right of it is the B zone. My question is,
this zone line has to be moved, if I'm not mistaken, am I correct, because you have a driveway
going right through somebody's residential property.
Attorney Slater: I'm glad you brought that up, because the two maps, if you can show, there is
one map that is colored in with the proposed zone change, for some reason, that's the one that
is multicolored. It shows the 141, it shows that the zone change line would split 141 Willard and
would retain the residential zoning on one side of that property, but if you go to the map just
below it, that shows the entirety of that lot as part of the zone chance, so that both parcels
would change in their entirety to PD, so that was my expectation, but I did notice that in the map
that was just shown a moment ago, follow the R zone that runs through the 141 Willard. I don't
think it makes any sense that that property be partially residential and partially business. Right
now it is partially residence and partially business, the entire parcel is devoted to commercial
use, so our expectation is that the entirety of 141 would become the PD Zone.
Commissioner Sobieski: I'm talking about the parcel that is on West Hill Road here. That's the
parcel I'm referring to. I see the word (inaudible) here which is over here on the previous one,
but it looks to be an R zone split right down here, as you are going down.
Chairman Pane: That's included Commissioner, he, one map shows that it is not included, but
there is another map that shows that the R-12 piece is included in the PD proposed zone. Is
that correct Attorney Slater?
Attorney Slater: That is correct. The bottom of that map, what you are seeing at the bottom of
the Gibbs map is 141, the site that currently was improved for the physician's office and has the
Dunkin Donuts currently on it. The plan was for the entirety of that lot to become a PD Zone.
Commissioner Sobieski: I'm just saying, the parcel going down West Hill, where the zone line
is, the R-12 and B zone is going to be readjusted, is that what you are telling me?
Attorney Slater: Correct, so instead of one lot being broken, having a lot line running right
through the middle of the parcel, the entire parcel would be PD Zone. As it was mentioned, the
people, the actual residents further to the west, in our communication with them, there is some
interest in the PD Zone. There concern was that they didn't want to impact their ability, yes, that
is how the 141 for some reason, part of 141 is currently residential, so the proposal would be
that the entirety of 141 would be the PD Zone. The actual residential properties with homes on
them, there was some support for the idea, they just wanted to I think frankly, wait until a
developer came around, what is shown as 242 and 256 on this map, that when the time comes,
they might be coming in for the PD zone, but as of now, because there are residences there,
they would, they didn't want to join in on the application.
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Commissioner Sobieski: The other thing I was questioning is, did you figure out if there is
enough area for snow shelf storage?
Chairman Pane: Excuse me, Commissioner Sobieski, we are presently talking about a zone
change, we're not talking about a site plan, so all site plan issues will have to be discussed at a
later time, when and if the applicant brings this in front of us.
Commissioner Sobieski: Okay, that's all I was interested in, thank you.
Commissioner Claffey: I have a question, I'm looking at the petition, and I hear Attorney Slater
talk of 141 Willard but I've never heard it talked about in the petition. So is 141 a sliver to
another address like 230 West Hill? Or am I just looking at the map backwards? If we could
scale out that map on the screen right now, because in the petition I don't see anything about
141 Willard Avenue, but I do see something that says 230 West Hill. Is part of 230 West Hill
actually part of also 141 Willard because that would be the corner, right? Technically, when we
read this petition, I didn't see and I haven't seen anything specifically about 141 Willard Avenue
and I know that some people are hard pressed about if there was a sign up for a public hearing,
so that's why I'm bring this up.
Attorney Slater: Mr. Commissioner, if you look at that map where it has the 230, 236 and 234,
the signage, obviously not the scale, but there is a sign placed on
Commissioner Claffey: I've seen the signs, what I am getting at is the address of 141 Willard
Avenue.
Attorney Slater: Understood, understood, and I think there is an overlap there and it's being
referred to as both of those addresses.
Commissioner Claffey: Okay, I just wanted to have some clarification on the record, that's all I
wanted. I don't want to come back to that, I used the sign as an example of people trying to say
that we didn't do something properly, but today I did see all of the signs, so that can be pushed
aside. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Are there any other questions from the Commissioners?
Commissioner Woods: I think I'm following this correctly, the parking lot of the old ShopEasy on
the west side is actually a residential lot, that's what we are talking about, correct?
Attorney Slater: It's residentially zoned, but it's not actually a separate lot, but it is one of the
unusual cases where you have a zone line running through the middle of a parcel.
Commissioner Woods: But none the less, it is zoned residential.
Attorney Slater: That's correct.
Commissioner Woods: Okay, thank you. Thank you Mr. Chairman, that was my only question.
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Chairman Pane: And it's part of the corner complex and I don't even think that, I could be
wrong, but it might not even meet a residential lot, the zone comes through that parcel. In other
words, what that, could that be considered a residential lot?
Attorney Slater: I don't even know if that would qualify, I'd have to look at the zoning on there,
but I think everyone agrees, if this is granted, that becomes moot.
Chairman Pane: It's all part of 230 and 236 and 234. Thank you. Are there any other
Commissioners that have questions? If not, I'm going to, Commissioner Lenares, go right
ahead.
Commissioner Lenares: Just to kind of weigh in on what we are talking about. Just as a
general point of view. We're talking about a zone line running through the middle of the
property, we're talking about possibly on the east side, changing the zone, on the west side,
changing the zone to clean it up, to make it maybe better for future use or just make it, if there
was a use in the future, we talked about last meeting that something on the other side of the
street from Dunkin Donuts may never ever happen, may never ever change. A petition may not
come in, but if it does, it would be cleaned up to do so. I always look for the reality of the
situation in hand, what can possibly be better for the Town. I went through this years ago in
building my own house that it was labeled wrong. The map was wrong and it was from the
fifties or the early sixties, so a situation like this, to look at something and create a PD zone
possibly instead of these little ones that are chopped up to further promote that area I think is a
good thing, and I think as a Commission we need to kind of applaud that type of effort, to clean
things up, to help further progress, if need be. If not, so be it, but when it comes to happen at
least it's in a position to do so, so just taking everything on its own merit, I think it's a positive
thing, whether anything happens or not, I don't know. Thanks.
Chairman Pane: Great points, Commissioner Lenares. Thank you very much.
Commissioner Woods: Back to 141, is 141 part of the ShopEasy parcel, and I refer to it as what
I know it as, or is it actually a separate lot that is obviously just attached to it, do you know,
Attorney Slater? Are they two separate pieces of property or are they one that just happens to
have two zones?
Attorney Slater: One that has two zones.
Commissioner Woods: Okay, thank you.
Chairman Pane: Are there any other Commissioners that have questions. I'm going to ask
Attorney Slater, the applicant to see if there is anything else you would like to discuss with the
Commission, present, and then, if there are no other questions from Commissioners, I'm going
to open it up to the public.
Attorney Slater: For the sake of time, I think it was a good discussion during the previous
portion of the public hearing, I think there seems to be an agreement that the east side is
something to look for in the future, but also giving an opportunity for the neighbors there to have
more of an opportunity to weigh in about what might be happening there. There seems to be
universal support for being able to improve the Phillips station and work together with the
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neighbor to get the Dunkin Donuts to what is now the Gibbs Oil property, so looking at the map
right now, we're asking that you go ahead and approve the west side, the corner, those two
lots, make those PD Zone and I promise you that we will be back with an application very
shortly if the Commission has the where with all to approve those two parcels to the PD Zone,
and thank you for your careful attention to it, and to Craig Minor for his report, I appreciate his
support as well. I even found out, just to add to the spot zoning thing, they even found a case in
which the zone was changed, it was a business zone containing a McDonalds, but part of the
property was not zoned to allow a drive through. They actually re-zoned it for the very purpose
of allowing the drive through at the McDonald's, so there is one site, one property owner and
they made that change and that was found to not be spot zoning because there was a good
policy reason for that change, and it just made sense for the community, so there is some good
support here that this would not be a problem for spot zoning.
Chairman Pane: Very good point Attorney Slater, I remember reading something about that,
now that you are mentioning that. Are there any questions from the Commissioners? I'm going
to open it up to the public. If there is anybody in the public that would like to speak in favor of
this application? Please raise your hand. Mike, go right ahead
Mike if you can hear me?
Just state your name and address for the record. Are you there Mike? James, what
James Krupienski: I've got him unmuted, I can see him trying to get his audio to work but it
doesn't appear that it is, he may need to go into settings to do a quick test on it just to make
sure his microphone is working.
Chairman Pane: Why don't we see if Ed, Ed has his hand up too.
Ed Nolva, Surrey Drive, Newington: Once again, thank you Chairman Pane and the
Commissioners to let me speak about the Petition 30-20. I own a condo that abuts the property
being considered for the zone change. Part of the TPZ meeting, there was a discussion about
how the neighbors would be affected by this petition and if they were properly notified and given
a chance to voice their opinion. Sending post cards was suggested, one Commissioner has a
very cost effective way to be involved, and along with my neighbors, and the TPZ staff, we want
to follow through with, and when it will happen. Do the Commissioners vote on how the
neighbors will be notified? Will this be done by post card, phone call, e-mail or other methods?
Chairman Pane: Are you talking about the future, when we discuss the east side, and how you
are going to get notified. Is that what you are talking about?
Ed Nolva: Yes.
Chairman Pane: Okay. Craig, I think what we did last time was that we sent letters out to a
certain radius of the area that we were going to talk about, is that correct?
Craig, Yes, I think that is right.
Chairman Pane: So I think the intention of the Commission, and I don't want to speak for all of
the Commission members, but I think our intention is to make sure that written notification goes
out to all of the residents in the surrounding area. We'll pick a number of streets there and we
will send out written notification when the Commission decides to talk about the east side.
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Ed Nolva: That's great, and my understanding is that tonight you are only going to be voting on
the west side and tabling the east side?
Chairman Pane: It's been discussed, and I'm not sure what the Commission is going to do, but
that is what has been discussed, yes.
Ed Nolva: Because I'm in favor of the west side, but I think more people need to be notified
going on as far as the east side before you go ahead and vote on it.
Chairman Pane: I understand, and I think some of the other Commissioners understand that
too Ed.
Ed Nolva: I do have one final request, I'm not sure if the TPZ Commissioners can grant this or
not. My request is that a permanent eight foot wooden fence be placed on the property line,
providing privacy for the property owners of the Westchester Condos. Thank you.
Commissioner Pane: I've been over in that area, and I would, of course, that is when and if the
applicants bring something into us on that site, I would hope that the applicant looks at a nice
privacy fence and the correct buffer because the residents are so close, so I'm sure that is
something that I would hope that the applicants will look at, if and when they bring a proposal
forward in the near future. Thank you very much Ed.
Ed Nolva: Can Attorney Slater comment on that?
Commissioner Pane: We're not going to talk about that now, because that is part of a site plan,
and if something is proposed, this is only changing the zone, so if they come back, you'll have
an opportunity, you'll be notified and you'll have an opportunity to talk about it when it does
come in.
Ed Nolva: Thank you for your attention.
Commissioner Pane: John?
John Silanski 59 Southwood Road: I really appreciate the tone and tender of your
conversations as you make the presentations. I'm very much in favor of the proposal being split
and being looked at, I think is the west side that is the area of the two parcels. I think it makes a
tremendous amount of sense, that's the parcel that does need additional development and I
think the site plan will be worthy of conversation. I am very much opposed to considering the
other side at this time, the east side district for a variety of reasons. I think most importantly is
that, first of all, there are a number of reasons, I think we have members of the Town Council
here, Gail, they have to identify that the ordinances have some weaknesses as it relates to the
notification of abutting properties when there is a zone change. Zone changes can have
substantial economic impact so that is something that has to be done from an ordinance
perspective if I'm not mistaken. There is not really adequate notice to consider something like
this, but I think more importantly the development policy, the Federal Government has it at
DOT.gov, and there is a lot of information on transit oriented districts. I think there is an
opportunity here to consider a much larger area than just the ten acre parcel. You don't have to
have agreement of the neighbors, the TPZ can create an overlay, it can be more specific to
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identify there are at least eight separate principles of transit oriented districts that really deserve
to be considered and considered well. I'm impressed by the conversations tonight, I think
creating charettes and engaging the neighbors and thinking more studiously about how to
develop this property in a manner that really provides true economic development in a way that
benefits the community at large, both as a tax perspective and also in terms of better transit
oriented development. I'll wrap it up, I'm in favor of the west side, but I would strongly urge, for
a variety of reasons, many of which I am going to leave tonight, I would ask you to split and
consider the east side at another time. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much for your comments John, appreciate it.
Rose Lyons, 46 Elton Drive: I am pleased to hear the discussion at the table tonight and if what
I'm hearing is what goes forward, I will be even happier. I'm thinking that the hearing will be
closing and moving it for a vote, at some point in time, whether it be tonight or at the next
meeting, I am in favor of the west side, but as I stated at the last meeting, I have some concerns
about the east side being included in it, and I think you are hearing those concerns from the
people that have spoken both last week and this week. Until there is a plan in place, I think that
we should just, you should just put it aside, take it out of the application and put it in another
separate application. I would like to thank Attorney Slater for the way that he has handled
himself during this meeting, and answered the questions and I especially want to thank him for
sharing with the TPZ and the public the new thoughts on spot zoning, as I have had many
conversations with the TPZ during application discussions that spot zoning was a hot topic, so
this change in thoughts give us something to think about as well. Again, thank you Attorney
Slater for your professionalism, it was very refreshing. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Rose. Councilor Budrejko?
Gail Budrejko: I'd like to say that I am in favor of the zone change for the west side for this,
these two parcels. Being a frequent customer of Dunkin Donuts is going to be quite convenient,
but I'm also hearing the enthusiasm for continuing the zone changes and the studies on the east
side as well as further down the west side. I just want to give a word of caution, I don't think as
a town we have done a particularly good job of identifying, appreciating or preserving any of our
history or our historical area which is really sad in my opinion and I think some others as well. I
recently received the new POCD and I was leafing through it prior to this meeting and on page
30 it has a listing of designated historic districts in Newington as recognized by the National
Register of Historic Places. When you read that list, which is very small, like I said, because we
have not taken the time in the town to preserve these areas, there are four districts identified
and the top three are Newington Junction North, Newington Junction South, and Newington
Junction West. Again, these are designated by the National Register of Historic Places which
doesn't impose any restrictions on anything, but it is a sign that these have been or should be
saved, preserved into the future. Additionally the Newington Junction railroad depot is identified
as a historic site and there are a few other homes on Willard Avenue close to the junction, so if
we try to follow the spirit of POCD, the actual paragraph on this page says, "the POCD
recommends that these and other attributes that contribute to the overall community character
of Newington and the quality of life of residents be maintained and enhanced." So, basically
what I am saying is that as we are moving forward and as there is this enthusiasm to get going
and to develop this area, whatever, I would hope that you consider that, consider preserving the
history and actually enhancing and improving it rather than tearing it down for something
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because again, Newington has very little in the way of historic sites left, so I would hope that
any development there, residential or commercial, enhance the character of what we have left.
Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Great points Gail and I agree with you totally. Mike, if you are out there, I'd
like to give you an opportunity to speak, so if you can, go right ahead.
Michael Paskaretta, 22 Surrey Drive: I'm on the board, I'm the vice-president of the Board of
Association at Westchester Condominiums, and that is my role, to make sure that we do things
right. I am in favor of the west side, and fixing up the Dunkin Donuts and having a drive
through, that would be very convenient, but the other side of the street, I'm concerned with
traffic, has a traffic study been done? Currently right now, coming out of our Surrey Drive, onto
Willard, it gets tight some times, around four or five o'clock in the afternoon. If we put
commercial property across the street, that's just going to increase the traffic and that is a
concern. We have fifty-one residents in our community, we have (inaudible) too who may need
the service to get out onto Willard, so if we load up that commercial on the east side, that could
cause a problem for the residents of my area, and that is one of my main concerns. We will be
back, we do need a bigger fence there to protect us from that area. Currently we have a chain
link fence and we get trash from the car wash on our property, so we really need something
there as well, so we will be back when you have your planning meetings for the site but my
concern, we are in favor, I'm in favor, I think most of my residents are in favor of the west side
and the Dunkin Donuts moving over to Gibbs. That sounds like a solid proposal and clean that
area up, it will look nice. I think we should just hold back on the east side. Thanks very much
for your time, and I hope we will meet again.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much Mike, I appreciate your comments. I think all of the
Commissioners are very concerned when and if an application comes in for the Gibbs Oil, all of
the Commissioners are very concerned about a business abutting a residential area, and so we
are always looking and trying to take precautions to improve the area, so I'll be looking forward
to having you on in the future if Gibbs Oil comes back.
Is there anybody else from the public that would like to speak? Any comments, questions,
concerns?
Commissioner Claffey: I guess you are heading this way, but if there is any, I think I know the
consensus of where we want to go with this tonight, but I mean, are we going to talk a little
further about it?
Chairman Pane: If we have enough information we can, if you feel, we will shut the public
hearing down and move it to Old Business and talk about it tonight and decide whether or not
you are ready for a motion, or you are not ready for a motion.
Commissioner Claffey: I guess I want to hear from other Commissioners, and if they don't want
to say anything, fine, but I'm kind of in the midst of where we are going with this thing, and there
is no real direction here. We can't always rely on our Planner because he doesn't make the
rules, it's all about
Commissioner Woods: I would be in favor of closing the public hearing and moving forward on
the west side tonight, discussing it in Old Business and possibly taking action.
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Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Woods.
Commissioner Havens: I also agree that the west side is good in the way that it is, and what
they have proposed is acceptable. I don't think we should, I think we should separate it, so we
can approve the west side, I don't think we need to shut down the east side so quickly, it's going
to need more discussion. I would even suggest that you make the east side further east as far
as a PD Zone and try to incorporate some of the east side structures on Day Street if you are
looking for a truly integrated TOD concept type of thing. So, yes on the west side, I think we
need to study the east side further and I wasn't just ending it right now.
Commissioner Fox: I have to agree with Commissioner Havens about, but I do not advocate
closing tonight. We don't even have a draft suggested motion and we would have to talk, I think
for a while, about what that motion would look like, separating the west side and not doing
anything with the east side. The Town Planner had mentioned that (inaudible) of this thing, and
that's all well and good, but I'm all for developing the west side as presented by Attorney Slater,
but I'd rather not jump right into it tonight. Thank you.
Commissioner Sobieski: I am in concurrence with Commissioner Fox. I'd like to maybe discuss
it a little more.
Commissiner Claffey: I just wanted to go on the record that I am in favor of splitting this and
closing it as Commissioner Woods said and moving it to Old Business and acting on it tonight. I
think it's a pretty easy standard, we're changing from a B and R-12 to a PD Zone on three
parcels, that's it, and they are in front of us, already in Petition 30-20.
Craig Minor: Can I just say that the Commission can close the hearing tonight, and move it to
Old Business for discussion and then after discussing it further you can decide whether to vote
on it tonight or not vote on it tonight, but still have some discussion about it.
Chairman Pane: I will entertain a motion to close Petition 30-20 and move it to Old Business for
discussion.
Commissioner Woods moved to close Petition 30-20 and close it today and move it to Old
Business for further discussion tonight. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Havens.
After a role call vote the motion passed with five voting YEA and two NAY (Fox, Sobieski)
VII.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Commissioner Claffey moved to approve the minutes of the October 14, 2020 Regular Meeting.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Fox. The vote was unanimously in favor of the
motion, with seven voting YEA.
VIII.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Petition 22-30: Referral of Proposed Conservation Commission (Inland Wetlands
Agency) Regulation Amendment, Newington Conservation Commission, Applicant
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Chairman Pane: I believe Erik Hinckley and I'm not sure if the Chairman of the Conservation
Commission is on and if so, they could answer questions from the Commission. Maybe the
Chairman could just explain to us a little bit, I'd like to, if possible, between the Chairman of the
Conservation Commission and staff, if you could give us an overview again to the
Commissioners of what this means and how it is going to affect development and how it affects
your wetlands, your conservation and wetlands.
Andreas Sadil: I guess I'll start Mr. Chairman. This is Andreas Sadil, Chairman of the
Newington Conservation Commission, 45 Lamplighter Lane.
As you mentioned there is a revision, a proposed revision that the Commission is asking to the
Inland Wetland regulations that basically involves the definition of vernal pools. What is a vernal
pool, what is its definition, and basically what are the criteria that define a vernal pool, both
direct and indirect indicators that would suggest that a certain area is a vernal pool, or not. So,
basically in a nutshell that is what it is, it defines it, and we go on, further down into the draft it
goes into direct and indirect indicators, basically checking if certain things are there. If it is a
direct indicator, it could be a vernal pool and if certain indirect indicators are there, it could be a
vernal pool, or not. Basically it is an indicator if certain species are there, in the area, that are
strong, that would indicate or not indicate that the area is a possible vernal pool, that is, holding
some water during some part of the year. Once in a while we have a controversial application
that comes before the Commission, and if anything comes up, is this a vernal pool, or not? So,
there is nothing really in our regulations currently that defines it, guides us into that decision
making process. What we did, we did a sample around the surrounding communities, what the
other Inland Wetland Commissions had, and when we did, Berlin regulations mostly closely
mirrored what we are proposing right now, that is practical for Newington. That is what is
reflected in the red line copy that you are looking at right now. That what most closely matched
what a Newington regulation would be. Doesn't have to be the same, but it certainly comes
close to having something here in Newington.
What this is not is something to be a tool to use against the applicant. It's more for the
Commission to establish yes or no, is the area a vernal pool? Does it meet the criteria of a
vernal pool, that is basically what this does. It's not to use as a tool against applicants, but it's
for the Commission as a guide. It possibly would, if there is a mitigation plan involved
necessary, it would influence that perhaps, but I want to make it clear up front that is not the
purpose of making this revision. I think something should be added to the regulations that
defines it so we have criteria to go by so we can do a finding of fact. That is basically what we
are asking for.
There is a public hearing next month, on the 17th of November, that is basically it in a nutshell.
We did not want to make this drastic, but it is something that we would like to add to the
regulations, in case this question comes up, we will have something to fall back on and be able
to do an evaluation.
Chairman Pane: So does this just apply to the wetlands and the hundred foot area, or does this
apply to all land, and how would it work, let's say, if somebody had a vacant piece of property, a
20,000 square foot R-20 lot, it's been vacant for years, and they want to put a house now, what,
would he have to do anything different?
Andreas Sadil: If there was a study done, if the soil scientist suggested if there was or was not
a vernal pool there, then they would not have to go through this
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Chairman Pane: Let's say a lot that is not in the wetlands, it's not in the hundred foot buffer...
Andreas Sadil: If it was not in the wetlands, it would not apply.
Chairman Pane: That is where I was a little confused here, because I thought that staff said,
the last time, that it would affect all land and all development. But you are saying this only
affects the, an applicant that files with your board, if they have wetlands on their property.
Andreas Sadil: Correct. Correct. And this would be a finer treatment of that, if there is a
wetland area on the map, and if that question is raised, I think that would take things to the next
level, if that question from a Commissioner or the public asked the question, does this wetland
have a vernal pool. Then we have the regulations to fall back on, to make that assessment.
Chairman Pane: So if the property owner has no wetlands and it's not within the hundred foot
buffer, and they are not required to send anything to you, an application
Andreas Sadil: Then it doesn't even come before the Commission.
Chairman Pane: Okay.
Andreas Sadil: Mr. Hinckley, you agree with that. I would say, no wetlands, we don't even get
involved.
Erik Hinckley: If that is the case, they don't file a wetlands application, yes, you are correct. If
you have just, for instance, say a big box developer that comes in and even though they don't
have a wetlands on their property and they do their due diligence and get a soil scientist out
there, you may have a different conversation, but they don't really have to share that if they are
not coming before wetlands.
Chairman Pane: Thank you.
Commissioner Woods: My question is, in a regulated area, let's say it falls within the hundred
foot buffer, and it is determined that there is now vernal pool close to the edge of the hundred
foot buffer, what now happens to the hundred foot setback. Does it get moved because now
that vernal pool becomes a regulated area, so does it now expand?
Andreas Sadil: That would not disqualify them in any way of getting a permit. It would just alert
the Commission that one exists and if there is mitigation, if there were species there, living there
part time of the year, what is the mitigation to protect those species?
Commissioner Woods: I have some concerns over that because I think it could push out the
regulated area, and then my other question is, we just had two extreme years. The year of 19
was extremely wet spring with a pretty dry summer, and 20 has been pretty much dry the entire
summer. So, the environment changes. So I think you would see in 19 probably lower areas
that could accommodate some of these species because there were wet areas early in the
spring, that stayed wet so they would hatch the eggs and they would breed there. This year,
you had just the opposite. How do you determine what is an actual vernal pool and not caused
by the environment because of either too hot, too dry?
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Andreas Sadil: Well what we usually do is to determine that from the borings. I think it's, what
you are saying, up to twenty inches I believe that is the requirement to do borings and they will
look for the redoc soil down there. That would determine if that is a wetland soil.
Commissioner Woods: So even though it might be breeding for these things, you actually
analyze the soil to determine?
Andreas Sadil: Yes, during dry and wet periods.
Commissioner Woods: Thank you.
Eric Hinckley: The soil scientist would look at the borings and they would look for evidence of
the obvious stages in the soil as well, so yes, you are correct. The year that they test it might be
the first year as a vernal pool.
Chairman Pane: One of the biggest things I'm really not happy with is that, you have this for not
only natural but you have this for manmade, so as a property owner if my great grandfather had
a piece of property and it was dozed and over the years, over the last thirty years there was a
depression, it could become a vernal pool. I don't think that's right for changing people's
property over the years. I can understand for natural and I can understand around the wetlands
and the buffer area, but that is one of my concerns.
Commissioner Claffey: I have a question, two questions, one is on page 7 on the
documentation that came, it says, and believe me I didn't hear about vernal pool until two weeks
ago, it says, on the top of page 7 it says, upland review area means the area of the land within
one hundred feet measured horizontally from the boundary of any wetland or water course or
land within two hundred feet of any vernal pool. I'm kind of confused because that would put
the upland review area past the, what your setback is for wetlands. I'm kind of confused here.
Andreas Sadil: Right
Commissioner Claffey: It might not be a wetland because it is over one hundred feet, but now it
might be classified in the wetlands because you are telling me I have to measure back two
hundred feet.
Andreas Sadil: That is what the current proposal is, and that is open to negotiation. That is
what is currently in the Berlin regulation and other towns have even bigger than two hundred
feet.
Commissioner Claffey: So then for me to find if it is a vernal pool, I have a street next to a
brook, my house is a street over, but it's outside the hundred foot zone for a wetland
classification, but now if this were to go into effect that piece of property which used to not be in
wetlands, could now be classified as wetlands.
Andreas Sadil: That could be the case, if it is within the two hundred buffer, and a vernal pool is
defined that would be the case.
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Commissioner Claffey: So we will take a property that is out of wetlands and water course
definition, and potentially this person, because of
Andreas Sadil: A brook is not a vernal pool, but that is the definition that has come in. If it's a
seasonal vernal pool, that is suddenly decided that it is there, then yes, that area is bigger.
Commissioner Claffey: In the second
Andreas Sadil: Again, that is open to negotiations and that was basically what the Berlin regs
had and they could change that to one hundred foot if people feel that way, that is certainly
something that is open to negotiations.
Commissioner Claffey: I guess it's so, I guess I'm still confused, but the second part of my
question is, who, if property owner A is in the one hundred foot buffer zone, and now I'm
property B, but I'm outside of the current water course and wetland commission, how then, if I
want to develop my property, I have to hire somebody to tell me if there is a vernal pool on my
property? I have to spend more money to potentially make my property usable.
Andreas Sadil: That is not the case. We have permits all of the time, just to get away from
vernal pools for a second, we have approved countless permits for properties and development,
sheds, houses, pools, in the hundred foot area. We do that all of the time, all of the time. So
that does not disqualify, that comes when we evaluate the permit. If a vernal pool is determined
to be there, that setback can be hundred foot, two hundred feet. Still, that gets negotiated, what
is the species there, that needs to be protected, that is part of the negotiation, that does not
disqualify the applicant in any way, it's just we look at it on a case by case basis.
Commissioner Claffey: After all of that, my biggest concern is you potentially, someone who
wants to develop their property, who is outside of all the requirements of wetlands, and going
before the water course and wetlands commission, potentially now in a zoning mindset, can be
classified in that. I'm just trying to understand it, that's all I'm saying, I'm just trying to
understand it.
Eric Hinckley: I can speak to a portion of that. I believe the intent, the way that this is written is
that would only be specific to that application. The only way that they would increase the buffer
is for that application. They can't increase it unless they do a map amendment which all of the
abutting property owners are notified and that is another process that the applicant would have
to go through. They are not requiring a map amendment be done, because a vernal pool is
discovered but if one is discovered on site within a regulated area, they would increase the
buffer to review that particular site at that time. Somebody comes back, if the neighbor comes
back two years later and there is no map amendment done, then there is not going to be an
issue for that neighbor, because a map amendment was not done.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. Commissioner Claffey, are you all set?
Commissioner Claffey: Now I'm more confused at this.
Chairman Pane: I understand your comments and basically I think that this possibly has some
adverse impact on property owners, and it could be a problem similar to the LID.
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Commissioner Sobieski: One quick question. Did you check with any other towns other than
Berlin?
Andreas Sadil: Yes, we checked Berlin, Old Lyme, Middlebury, so what other township have
been doing and the Berlin regs were most closely practical for Newington with modifications if
necessary. Old Lyme was very strict, it's on the shore line, they were all most stricter than we
are proposing so that is where we are at right now and we are looking to discuss with you, town
staff, public hearing, that's basically where we are at the moment.
Commissioner Sobieski; I concur with both Chairman Pane and Commissioner Claffey that I
wouldn't want to see this handicap a developer of a piece of property. I'm just wondering, is
there a general umbrella from the DEEP that you fall under, that these guidelines are in, or is
this just individual towns.
Andreas Sadil: We follow the DEEP guidelines currently almost word for word. We follow those
guidelines word for word. This will have to be, whatever we propose will have to be approved
by the state. No matter what, so they control the shots. Some towns make exceptions to the
general statutes, that has to go to the state first, DEEP has to approve it before it can move
forward.
Erik Hinckley: These proposed changes have been sent to DEEP, and I have not received any
feedback as of yet.
Chairman Pane: At what time will you be getting feedback from the DEEP?
Erik Hinckley: Typically before the public hearing. We are also waiting for an opinion from the
Town Attorney as well.
Chairman Pane: That was my next question, you have not received that opinion from the Town
Attorney yet?
Erik Hinckley: Mr. Ancona stated because of the elections and stuff, that was one reason we
moved the public hearing to give him more time to review and prepare an opinion for the public
hearing.
Chairman Pane: How long do we have to give you a report?
Erik Hinckley: You can report any time before the public hearing on the 17th, if you want to
attend it would be nice, and like I explained before, the Commission will have their public
hearing, they will at some point close it, adopt the regulations, however they adopt them, and
they still have to go to the Town Council for final approval.
Chairman Pane: They haven't voted on them yet either, as a Commission, right?
Erik Hinckley: Correct, Wetlands has not.
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Chairman Pane: So after the public hearing, they will take everything into consideration, the
opinion from the Attorney, any other opinions, and then they will act on it, and at that time they
will send it to the Town Council for approval.
Erik Hinckley: That is correct, and we have also sent this draft to all of the Council members as
well.
Commissioner Claffey: Can I ask a question?
Chairman Pane: In a second Commissioner Claffey. Commissioner Havens, go right ahead.
Commissioner Havens: A question. You mentioned that what you are using is based on Berlin,
and you mentioned a few other towns that are much further away. Is there any input from say,
West Hartford, Farmington, New Britain, Wethersfield that would be useful to us or would they
be stricter as far as a guide line goes?
Andreas Sadil: We can take a look at that in the meantime. When Commissioner Paskevitch,
my colleague looked at it, that was, I don't have their regulations, I can take a look at that, but
the Berlin ones were I think closer to, Wethersfield would be another one to take a look at,
absolutely.
Chairman Pane: Is it possible that Wethersfield, Rocky Hill might not even have this in their
regulations?
Andreas Sadil: It's possible, I can't answer that.
Erik Hinckley: I have copies of their regs in the office, I can look at that tomorrow.
Commissioner Claffey: The only question that I have is in the document that is in front of me in
our package. Is there a reason why we only have miscellaneous pages?
Craig Minor: I can speak to that Commissioner. The regulation was thirty or forty pages, so I
only gave you the pages that would be changed plus maybe one before and one after so that
the context wouldn't be lost.
Commissioner Claffey: Okay, I guess.
Craig Minor: Commissioner Claffey, are you looking at pages that are in red ink and black ink?
Commissioner Claffey: No, it was more of a, I was reading something on page four under
definitions, and then upland review came up and I thought maybe I missed something when I
was reading low impact development.
Craig Minor: If you only have black and white, then the whole point of giving them to you was
lost, because the pages that were in red, the text that was in red that you see on the screen are
the regulations that are being proposed and the old text is black.
Chairman Pane: The copies that we have, I think
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Commissioner Claffey: To me it does look bold.
Craig Minor: Okay, that's good, it does stand out.
Commissioner Claffey: That's what I assumed, but I just wanted to make sure because I got
multiple pages and then I'm seeing more bold with like, on my page 17, vernal pools indicators.
Chairman Pane: Yes, those are definitions.
Commissioner Claffey: Just a clarification that I was reading what I thought I was reading.
I see it on the screen now and it makes sense. Gotcha.
Chairman Pane: Any other Commissioners have any questions. I don't want anybody to think
that I'm not for wetlands. Matter of fact, I received a lot of complaints recently coming from
people that say the neighbors are throwing stuff in the wetlands, or that the wetlands aren't
marked so that there could be grass clippings, other brush, so I'm all for protecting the wetlands
and the hundred foot buffer. Matter of fact, I personally think that the Commission should spend
a little time reviewing the existing wetlands and possibly marking it so that when somebody
moves out of a house and then a new person moves in, they understand what they have. I
know that this Commission put markers up on the new development up at Peckham Way I
believe it is, and we asked them to do markers I think every fifty feet to warn people that this is a
protected area, and I think that would be a very important thing for us as a town to carry out.
Are there any other comments from Commissioners? I think what we should do on this, and we
should possibly move this to Old Business for our next meeting.
Andreas Sadil: When is your next meeting Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Pane: Our next meeting is in two weeks. November 11 th. So it will be before your
public hearing.
Andreas Sadil: Right, it's the week prior. To be prepared for that meeting, would you like to
have a report back on the Wethersfield/Rocky Hill regulations? I will just make sure if you have
any questions.
Chairman Pane: I think that would be handy for the Commissioners to hear, if you can answer
any of those questions for our next meeting, that would be greatly appreciated.
Commissioner Claffey: I have a question. Are we going to close, or we don't have to, we can
just keep this open and move it forward.
Chairman Pane: If we just close it, it will move automatically to Old Business.
Commissioner Claffey: Right, because the public hearing will come under the Town Council.
Correct?
Andreas Sadil: That will come under the Commission.
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Commissioner Claffey: I just want to dot the i's and cross the t's here. We can close Petition
33-20 and we can just keep it open for discussion.
Chairman Pane: I just have to ask the Town Planner if we close it, can we still get additional
information, I believe me can.
Craig Minor: It's not a hearing, so then the word open and closed doesn't have any meaning in
this case. You can keep it on next week's agenda under New Business, you can direct me to
put it on next week's agenda under Old Business, you can do whatever you think is appropriate.
Chairman Pane: Can I have a motion to move this to Old Business for the next meeting?
Commissioner Woods moved Petition 33-20 to Old Business. The motion was seconded by
Commissioner Claffey. After a roll call vote was the motion passed unanimously with seven
voting YEA.
IX.

OLD BUSINESS

Commissioner Fox left the meeting for health reasons and was replaced by Commissioner Gill.
Chairman Pane: We moved Petition 30-20 to Old Business for a little bit of discussion. I don't
want to get into this too long, I think that this has merits to talk about at the next meeting. I see
this as two parts. I see the west side as pretty simple, I personally don't have a problem
entertaining a motion for the west side, and moving that forward, but if the Commissioners
aren't, if they want to wait and get the proper motion made up then we can certainly move that
on our next meeting.
On the east side, I think that this Commission should take it up after the new Town Planner
reviews the regulations shortly and gets familiar with a few things, I think within the next two to
three months we should take up the east side as a Commission, with a half mile radius possibly,
as a TOD area, look at everything, and naturally we would send out written notifications to all of
the necessary abutters within a certain range. Then have a real conversation about how we can
improve the east side similar to what we are doing on the west side. I'll open it up for the
Commissioners if they feel that that would be something that they would entertain, or if they
would like to do something else.
Commissioner Claffey: I think it's, in my opinion, these can be separated. I feel it is pretty cut
and dried, because of the addresses and the last two meetings we have been talking about the
east side and the west side and I feel that the west side, 129 Willard, 141 Willard, and 230 West
Hill continues that whole corner, and it has been adamantly discussed that we don't like dealing
with the east side right now, we'd like to split this. The Attorney for the applicant said it easily
can be split. Our own Town Planner has said it, and I think it's very easy to move this forward,
just for those three properties that I said on the current site of Gibbs Oil and gas station and
Dunkin Donuts/Healthcare building.
Commissioner Woods: I agree with Commissioner Claffey. I think we should move forward on
the two parcels on the west side. Actually I am glad that the public did speak and it brought up
the historical homes that we do have there. We do have some wonderful historic homes in that
area, and I think we really need to make sure, whatever we do over there, that we preserve
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those, because we don't have a lot of them left, and those are some of the oldest homes, I
believe, in the town that are still standing. I think the area could actually expand. I don't think
it's large enough, but I think it is going to take some time, but I don't think we should hold up the
west side because of that. I think it's going to take some time and we definitely need to get
more participation from the abutting residents, and the abutting neighborhoods before we make
any decisions on the east side, but I think the west, again, we aren't talking about the proposed
development there, this is just a zone change, but that will allow that development to move
forward, and I'm all in favor of taking it to the next step.
Commissioner Havens: (Partial tape failure)There are structures there that would need to be
saved, the historical areas. We continue to talk about the historic areas in any point in time. I
don't think we need to start doing it now just because there is no idea in this area.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Havens.
Commissioner Lenares: I agree with Commissioner Havens in terms of making it better as a
whole for the Community, but I think we are all in favor of the west side and to hold it up
because of the east side concerns, that would be an issue for me because I think like we said, it
is cut and dry, so maybe splitting it may be the best thing to do, but I'm not opposed to anything,
I'm not against anything or for anything. I would love to move it forward to make it better for the
people involved, but if splitting it is the best thing moving forward then that's what I would be in
favor of. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: I understand everybody's points, you know, I think one of the main reasons
why we should split it is so that we can, we have a new Planner coming on board, and we really,
the residents really didn't get notified of this east side in a property, a really good fashion. So,
I'm inclined to say, I would like to say I would like to bring this back and as TPZ proposed TOD
area, hopefully within the next three months, or sooner. Then we can look at it as a full
Commission with the new Planner and everybody will get proper notification and then we can
hopefully set the tone for some development on the east side, like we are allowing on the west
side. That's what I would like to do, and I understand the concerns, and I understand that there
are no site plans being proposed on the east side but I just think that it's always better to be on
the safe side and really get the notification out to everybody. This has been a difficult year and
there is a lot of concern from the residents in this area.
Commissioner Havens: If memory serves correct, don't we already have a senior housing and
a TOD overlay for this area, existing already?
Chairman Pane: No, we have a TOD area for the Fenn Road area, but we do not have, we
never got a chance to talk about this area, is that correct Craig, or am I mistaken?
Craig Minor: That's correct Mr. Chairman. The discussion on this a couple of years ago got to
be pretty heated so the Commission backed off on it and didn't follow up.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. That is why I think, by slowing this down a little on the east side,
and getting the proper notification out, and having the new Planner look at it, giving her a little
bit of time to look at it, then we are prepared to bring it up again and I truly feel that we shouldn't
put this on the back burner, that is definitely not my intention. My intention is to look at this right
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away. I'll open it up for Commissioner comments if there is anything else? If there are no other
comments, I truly think we can improve the west side, I would entertain a motion to approve
Petition 30-20 Zone Change from B
Craig Minor: Mr. Chairman, can I make a suggestion that we make a motion to approve, with
modifications, the application as submitted, so whoever reads the motion would read it exactly
as written, so there is no confusion in the future what you are acting on, but in the motion would
be approved with modifications and then there will be a finding which I will talk to you about in a
minute and then the modification will be that this applies only to the parcels on 129 Willard, and
230 West Hill Road.
Commissioner Claffey: With what Mr. Planner just said, to elaborate, that would just be a
change from a B/R12 Zone to a PD Zone, because on that side of the street you only have a B
and an R-12.
Craig Minor: That's correct.
Commissioner Claffey: Okay, just for clarification. Thank you.
Commissioner Claffey moved that Petition 30-20 Zone Change from B, I, R-7, R-12, to PD
Planned Development on 33, 39 and 45 Spring Street; 96, 108, 112, 116, 120, 126, 129 Willard
Avenue; and 230 West Hill Road, Gibbs Oil Applicant, Kenneth R. Slater, Jr. Esq. 225 Asylum
Street, Hartford, CT. contact with modifications to modify 129 Willard Avenue and 230 West Hill
Road from a B Zone and an R-12 Zone to a PD Zone.
Chairman Pane: And Craig has a finding?
Craig Minor: Can we go back? That is not what I suggested. What I suggested is that there be
a motion to approve, with modification, all one sentence, the application. So, approve with
modifications the application.
Chairman Pane: And read the whole
Craig Minor: Which the Commissioner did, but the motion is to approve with modification the
petition and then the modification is that this approval only applies to 129 Willard Avenue and
230 West Hill Road.
Chairman Pane: Okay. As the Town Planner has just stated, is that acceptable to the motion
Commissioner Claffey?
Commissioner Claffey: Yes.
Craig Minor: And then Mr. Chairman, the finding, there will be one finding and that is that this
zone change is consistent with the Plan of Development specifically page 47.
Commissioner Woods: Second.
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Chairman Pane: Motion made by Commissioner Claffey and seconded by Commissioner
Woods. Are there any comments or questions, or concerns? After a roll call vote, the petition
was approved unanimously, with seven voting YEA.

X.

PETITIONS FOR SCHEDULING
None

XI.

TOWN PLANNER REPORT

Craig Minor: Status of Old Performance Bonds: We are pretty much caught up as I said in my
memo, the Commission discussed at the last meeting, I reported that the Town Attorney had no
objection to releasing the bonds for Hunters Lane and Horizon Hills but there was no actual vote
on it, so I recommend that it be voted on tonight.
Chairman Pane: All right, so I'll entertain a motion, we'll do a roll call vote to see who is in favor
of sending $12,813 to Foxboro Association and $8, 641 to Horizon Hill. The result of the vote
was unanimously in favor of motion, with seven voting YEA.
Craig Minor: Did the Commissioners get the spread sheet that I sent out late this afternoon?
James is displaying it. Chairman Pane asked me to include this asked me to send this to the
Commissioners because I don't think I included it in the packet, but I went through, yesterday
and today and I actually found a couple more slippery ones. Some of them very old, from 1998.
This 178 Richard Street, I have not been able to find any information on that one, so I don't
know what to suggest on that one. Jefferson Court
these are in the yellow boxes to show
that I have not
Chairman Pane: Those are difficult ones that you haven't been able to figure out, is that
correct?
Craig Minor: Correct.
Chairman Pane: Okay, and you sent a memo to Finance, and what was that memo basically
stating?
Craig Minor: Releasing all of the ones that the Commission has authorized to be released.
That is the column on the right, sent to Finance.
Chairman Pane: 178 Richard, you said that was a very difficult one, you have a yellow box on
it, does that mean
Craig Minor: I have done nothing with it.
Chairman Pane: Okay, the yellow boxes you have done nothing with?
Craig Minor: Right.
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Chairman Pane: All of the other ones on the right hand side, "memo sent to Finance" that have
a date, have been sent to Finance to be taken care of.
Craig Minor: Correct.
Chairman Pane: So it looks like everything but the four properties in yellow and then, up at the
top, we have a few more. If you could fill us in on the standings of those? We have Kimberly
Development, parking lot at 27 East Cedar, Aldrich Estate and then we have the Windham
Estates.
Craig Minor: I asked the Finance Department about them the other day, and they, these are so
old they don't know anything about them, other than what is listed here. There is one more, the
one for those big trees at Target. I don't know how that slipped by, I certainly know where
Target is. I can certainly send them their check.
Chairman Pane: Okay, that one has a yellow box but that can be taken care of.
Craig Minor: Right, I just hadn't gotten to that one, and I just noticed it when I went through this
yesterday. James, could you just scroll down and go to the next page? So the public can see
what the Chairman and I are talking about? This Moretco, as I said in my memo, it somehow is
associated with the Fuss and O'Neil Consulting Engineering Firm, so I went back to them last
month to see if anyone there knows anything about this one. Their initial response was that no
one off the top of their head knew, but they would look into it, so I will give them one more call
before I leave to see if anybody there knows what this money is for and who it belongs to.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much Craig. I think Craig has done an outstanding job
researching these, and some of these old ones that we spent a lot of time, Craig and the staff,
and James have spent a lot of time on, I think we shouldn't waste too much more time on them.
I think if we get something back and we have the information, we can take care of Target, and if
we don't hear anything back on the Main Street one that he was just talking about, I think that
we call it a day, and we look at the ones that have not been taken care of, and we get a total on
that, and we sent it back to the Council to go to the General Fund. I think that would be the
correct thing to do. I'll open it up for Commissioner's comments.
Craig, you are going to give a detailed report to Renata on this, along with other stuff, correct?
Craig Minor: Oh yes.
Commissioner Woods: I just want to follow up on Petition 30-20 on the east side, that we do
move forward as soon as possible, that we get that back on our agenda, I don't want this to slip
away but I think also we need to expand upon it. I would like to not wait three or four months to
get it back up. If we can get it back on the agenda as soon as possible, and notify the entire
neighborhood over there? I want to really discuss it, have a good dialogue with the community
so we can figure this out, once and for all.
Chairman Pane: I will make it a priority Commissioner Woods, to speak to the new Town
Planner and get it on the agenda as fast as possible.
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Commissioner Woods: Thank you.
Chairman Pane: You're welcome. Any other Commissioners have any other questions or
comments?
Commissioner Woods: One more, this is the Planner's last meeting with us I believe, so I just
wanted to thank Craig, working with him the last seven or eight years, I think it has been eight
year. You served us well, I don't know if hopefully you actually are going to retire, because we
all don't live forever, so enjoy some of your time, but whatever you decide to do, I wish you all
the best and thanks for your help and again I've been on this board now for three years, four
years, and I've enjoyed working with you and you have helped me along the way. Again, best
of luck in whatever you decide to do.
Craig Minor: Thank you.
Commissioner Sobieski: Craig, congratulations on your retirement, hope you enjoy yourself and
your singing that you do with the barbershop quartet, it's been a pleasure working with you. I
know that sometimes we don't see eye to eye, but in the long run everything worked out for the
best of the Town, and that is the name of the game. Again, congratulations on retirement.
Craig Minor: Thank you.
Commissioner Lenares: To echo the same thoughts, Craig, as I have always told you, always a
pleasure to work with, anytime that I have called the office you have always called me back,
helped me out with information, even when I was lost you helped me out and led me down the
right path. I appreciate that, I appreciate all of the work that you did, right up until the end. I
was here I believe in my first stint as a TPZ Commissioner when you came on, so I was happy
to see you come, and I'm happy on your retirement, not happy to see you go. I hope you find
some great things to do, keep busy and I wish you nothing but the best, thanks Craig.
Craig Minor: Thank you Dave.
Commissioner Claffey: Again, I just want to follow all of the others that have spoken, I wish you
the best of luck Craig, and as you know, we haven't seen eye to eye, but then at the end of the
day, we can still have these conversations, that is what is good about a round table. Granted,
the end of your career here in Newington has been on a computer, and it's been very good. It's
a different way, but even with that you have walked us through everything as if we were in the U
shaped table back at the old town hall. Come and see the new town hall when, I know you have
seen it, but see it in action with us still working. Again, I do appreciate what you have done, the
time you have given, the nights you have given away from your family for all these years to help
us, and enjoy the sleeping in and everything else that you do, so good luck. Thank you.
Craig Minor: Thank you Commissioner.
Commissioner Haggarty: Just wanted to say thank you Craig for your service, enjoy your time,
enjoy your retirement. Congratulations!
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Craig Minor: Thanks
Chairman Pane: Any other comments?
XII.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For items not listed on the agenda; speakers limited to
two minutes. Use the Zoom "Raise Hand Function.)

Councilor Anest: I was a Commissioner when Craig first started, and I want to wish you Craig
all of the best. I served with you as a Commissioner, and then as the Town Council liaison, you
always guided us the best you can. I think you left Newington a better place than it was when
you started, and we truly appreciate it, and enjoy your retirement, you deserve it.
Craig Minor: Thank you.
Rose Lyons: I too would like to wish Craig many, many happy and healthy years of retirement,
enjoy your grandchildren, enjoy your hobbies, enjoy just sleeping in and enjoy not getting any
phone calls from me. I appreciate the patience and understanding that you had over the years,
and answering my questions, and my present to you is that I am not going to ask you any more
questions. I just, one little thing, maybe you could autograph my copy of the Newington
Junction study. It's near and dear to my heart, so, in all seriousness, all of the best to you, and
health and happiness in the coming years.
Craig Minor: Thank you Rose.
Council Budrejko: Craig, time flies and I just didn't realize that this, I thought I would at least
one more Town Council meeting with you, but if I had known, I would have baked you a cake,
but I do want to thank you so much. It's been a pleasure working with you, and I know that
there are times that we have had discussions where we might not have seen eye to eye, but for
the most part I think we have, and you have been so helpful. You have taken the time to
explain things, your work with us, particularly on the open space committee has been
invaluable, the POCD work that you have done, just answering my questions, and you are just a
genuinely good person. I wish you all the best, and we are going to miss you. Thanks for
everything you have done.
Craig Minor: Thank you Gail.
XV. CLOSING REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN
Chairman Pane: Craig, congratulations. It has been very nice working with you and I wish you
the best with your retirement. I have to say, you have been instrumental during this Covid with
getting the restaurants up and ready early on in the year, and I think it was very instrumental on
helping those small businesses and I commend you. I know you worked hard, and I really thank
you. You have made a difference, so thank you very much and I wish you the best, and I'm
hoping that one day I can hire your barbershop quartet for something. I do wish you the best,
and thank you so much for all your hard work.
Craig Minor: Thank you Domenic. Thank you for the kind words. Thank you everybody for the
kind words. As I said in my memo, I have very much enjoyed working here, it has been a
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growing experience for me personally and professionally. I've learned a lot with all of you, and I
don't think you have seen the last of me, actually. Thank you for all your nice comments.
XVI. ADJOURN
Commissioner Claffey moved to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m.
Re

ectfully submitted,

e Addis,
Recording Secretary

TOWN OF NEWINGTON
200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
To:

Town Plan and Zoning Commission

From:

Renata Bertotti, AICP – Town Planner

Date:

November 11, 2020

Subject:

Petition #38-20: Extension of Map Filing Deadline For Residential Subdivision
at 68 Deming Street (“Peckham Farm”). Calvin Roger Peckham and Donna M.
Peckham, owners; Calvin Roger Peckham, applicant; Bongiovanni Group Inc,
170 Pane Road, Newington CT, contact.
__________________________________________________________________________
Description of Petition #38-20:
The applicant is seeking 90 day extension, as is allowed under the Section 8-25(a) of Connecticut
General Statues, to file a mylar of the approved Peckham Farm Subdivision. The subdivision in
question was approved by the Newington TPZ in August of this year.
I recommend the approval of the extension to file subdivision mylar.

cc:
file

Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
rbertotti @newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

Law Office of Benjamin Ancona Jr.
39 East Cedar Street, Suite 8
Newington, CT 06111
860.436.2960 Fax 860.785.8868

November 16, 2020

Via Email Only

Erik S. Hinckley
Inland/Wetlands Agent
Town of Newington
200 Garfield Street
Newington, CT 06111
Re: Proposed Vernal Pools Regulation
Dear Mr. Hinckley:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft revisions of the Inland Wetlands Regulations as
they relate to vernal pools. The revisions pertain to expanding the upland review area to 200 feet
when it is determined that a “vernal pool” exists on any subject property. ILWL and WATERCOURSES
REGULATIONS, 2.1. As such, the proposed language states:
“‘Upland review area’ means the area of land within one hundred (100) feet measured
horizontally from the boundary of any wetland or watercourse or land within two
hundred (200) feet of any vernal pool. (See also Regulated Activity.)
‘Vernal Pool’ means a watercourse consisting of a confined basin depression which
contains a small body of standing water, usually drying out for part of the year
during warm weather. It can be natural or man-made, and usually lacks a permanent
outlet or any fish population. Further, the occurrence of one or more of the
obligatory species which include fairy shrimp, spotted salamander, Jefferson
salamander, marbled salamander, wood frog, and eastern spade foot toad are
necessary to conclusively define the vernal pool.”
Id. (revisions in italics)
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“C.G.S. § 22a-42(a) of the General Statutes requires municipalities to regulate activities affecting
inland wetlands within their boundaries. Subsection (e) defines, in relevant part, the scope of
permissible regulations: ‘Municipal . . . regulations may embody any regulations promulgated
hereunder, in whole or in part, or may consist of other ordinances or regulations in conformity with
regulations promulgated hereunder. Any ordinances or regulations shall be for the purpose of
effectuating the purposes of Sections 22a-36 to 22a-45 (the Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act),
inclusive. . . .’ The Inland Wetlands & Watercourses Act (IWWA) is a ‘broad statutory mandate
authorizing regulations on both the state and local levels. . . .’” Aaron v. Conservation Commission,
183 Conn. 532, 541 (1981) (Aaron II). See also Mario v. Fairfield, 217 Conn. 164, 168-69 (1991).
“That a matter is of concurrent state and local concern is no impediment to the exercise of authority
by a municipality through the enactment of an ordinance, so long as there is no conflict with the state
legislation. Aaron II at 543.
“Regulations are presumed valid unless their invalidity is proven beyond a reasonable doubt.” Id at
537. “Agencies authorized to enact regulations are vested with a large measure of discretion.” Id.
Accordingly, because the Connecticut Supreme Court has deemed that regulations properly noticed
and adopted are presumed valid, it does not appear that the subject revisions are violative of current
statutory law or case law. I must emphasize, however, that there may be situations that could be
contrary to Federal Constitutional law, more specifically, the “takings” clause of the 5th Amendment
to the United States Constitution. For example, if a property owner who is now within 200 feet of
a vernal pool as defined by the proposed regulations, wishes to rebuild a backyard deck, but the
Zoning Enforcement Officer notices vernal “conditions” in the far corner of the property, does this
mean the property owner cannot obtain a building permit until he proves no impact? See C.G.S. §
22a-41(d) which states that “[a] municipal inland wetlands agency shall not deny or condition an
application for a regulated activity in an area outside wetlands or watercourses on the basis of an
impact or effect on aquatic, plant, or animal life unless such activity will likely impact or affect the
physical characteristics of such wetlands or watercourses.”
In that vein, it is evident that “a landowner, who purchased property with a reasonable expectation
of residential or commercial development, has suffered a taking if regulatory constraints allow him
to use his land only in its natural state without any economically viable alternative use thereof. While
the state is unquestionably entitled to protect wetlands from potentially harmful development, it is not
entitled to impose the entire cost of such protection upon a landowner who purchased property with
the reasonable expectation of developing it for residential or business purposes. As Justice Holmes
remarked, ‘a strong public desire to improve the public condition is not enough to warrant achieving
the desire by a shorter cut than the constitutional way of paying for the change.’ Indeed, the
legislature recognized as much when it specifically provided that if, on appeal from an action of the
agency, a court finds that the action ‘constitutes the equivalent of a taking without compensation, it
shall set aside the action or it may modify the action so that it does not constitute a taking.’ General
Statutes § 22a-43a.” Gil v. Inland Wetland & Watercourses Agency, 219 Conn. 404;
414(1991)(internal citations omitted).
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In closing, although I believe that the proposed regulation amendment may survive judicial scrutiny
in its drafting, I am not so sure that it may entirely be Constitutional in its application.
Thank you again for the opportunity to review the draft provisions.

Respectfully,

Benjamin Ancona Jr.
Newington Town Attorney

Cc:

Keith H. Chapman, Town Manager
Renata Bertotti, Town Planner
James E. Krupienski, Town Clerk

